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Introduction
Sundaramurthy Pandurangan, Shameer Khader and Raashi Sreenivasan contributed
equally to this work.
Folding of a protein from its sequence to its three-dimensional structure is controlled by an ensemble
of local and global interactions. Pairwise, triplet and quadruplet residue interactions play a vital role in
attaining the stable conformation of the protein structure. As higher order interactions make
significant contribution to the potential energy landscape of folded proteins, it is important to identify
them to estimate their contributions to the overall stability of a protein structure. In the current era of
high-throughput sequencing, due to huge lacunae in the sequence to structure ratio, computational
approaches are playing a significant role in understanding the design principles of protein structures.
Web servers are currently used as a stable platform for the analysis of protein structures. We have
developed a web server "HORI : Higher Order Residue Interactions":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori in
proteins for the calculation of global and local higher order interaction patterns in protein structures.
In this article, we report a detailed bioinformatics protocol to access the HORI Server and to employ
this server for the identification of spatial clusters and the calculation of higher order residue
interactions in protein structures. HORI Server can be accessed from the URL:
"http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori

Reagents
Background
Structural bioinformatics1 is a mature sub-domain of bioinformatics due to the support of community
efforts to deposit and share macromolecule structural data and tools for analysis. As PDB2, 3 remains
to be the cynosure of the structure-related data storage and retrieval, several useful structure
analysis servers play major roles in analysing structures from experimental and modelling
approaches. As current web server technology is a convenient medium for analysis of individual
protein structures, they influence and accelerate structural bioinformatics research to a great extent.
A typical web server requires limited computational resource in the client side to perform
computationally intensive tasks to perform through the internet. Web servers are relevant in the
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analysis of macromolecule structures: for example, in the latest release of Bioinformatics Links
Directory4, 856 resources are available under the category of proteins that explains the importance
and availability of web-based tools for protein sequence and structure analysis. In this report, we are
introducing a bioinformatics protocol to recognise spatial clusters and higher order residue interaction
calculations using a new web server that we developed called HORI (Higher Order Residue
Interactions in proteins)5. HORI server can be employed for the calculation of higher order residue
interactions in proteins using PDB file as input and can be accessed from the URL:
"http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori .
Interpretation of the crucial principles behind the three-dimensional structure and folding of a protein
from its sequence still remains as the major challenge in structural bioinformatics. Derivation of a
three-dimensional structure of a protein from its primary sequence is controlled by a complex and
largely unknown set of principles called as folding code. Folding of a protein into its three-dimensional
structure is controlled by both local and global interactions within a protein6-13. Extracting such
interactions from protein structures are of paramount importance due to its potential applications in
protein structure prediction, modelling, protein engineering experiments and to correlate structural
and functional aspects of structures. HORI server has been designed as an interactive, multiple
module server for the computation of all possible higher order residue interactions in protein
structures of single chain and higher oligomer structures with two chains. HORI offers enormous
possibilities to understand details about higher order residue interaction within protein structures in
atomic level. The basic algorithm of HORI utilises the classical concept of four-body nearest-neighbour
propensities of amino-acid residues. It has been proved that higher order residue interactions up to
the level of quadruple interactions will play a major role in the three dimensional structure of
proteins. According to the earlier studies14, if we approximate each residue as a sphere centred on its
location, it is possible for a maximum of four closely packed spheres to make mutual contact, thus
giving rise to pairwise, triplet and quadruple interactions. Just as no more than four same-sized
spheres can be in mutual contact in 3D space, higher order interaction beyond quadruple interactions
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are generally not considered. Graphical representation about the approach used for the calculation of
pairwise, triplet and quadruple interactions are explained in Figure 1.

Equipment
1.

A computer with access to the internet and a web browser. HORI Server can be accessed using
different browsers, but we recommend : Mozilla Firefox (Windows/Linux) and Apple Safari (Mac
OS)

Equipment setup
Data
HORI server requires protein structure data in a standard PDB file format for the successful
computation of higher order interactions. Several parameters are available as optional input for
specific sub modules within the HORI server. The input parameters required for a successful HORI run
is provided in the Procedure section.
Programs
HORI is a web server to compute higher order residue interactions in protein structures. HORI (Higher
Order Residue Interactions in proteins) server offers 21 programs classified into three modules
as HORI "Global, HORI" Lite and HORI – Cluster to calculate pairwise, triplet and quadruple
interactions within the protein structures. The three modules are as follows:
1.

HORI-Global : complete structure level computation of different higher order residue
interactions

2.

HORI-Lite : specific higher order residue interaction computation based on residue
numbers in input PDB files

3.

HORI-Cluster : higher order residue interaction computation based on residue types
in input PDB files HORI-Global offers two programs for computationally intensive
calculation of Pairwise, Triplet and Quadruplet interactions in the protein structures.
HORI-Lite and HORI-Clusters offers a set of 9 programs for comparatively quick
calculations of specific/generic interactions within protein structures. HORI-Global,
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HORI-Lite and HORI-Cluster computations can be performed using Calpha or Cbeta
based distance calculation methods. Easy-to-use web interfaces are available for all
programs in HORI server to calculate using single chain and multi-chain proteins (two
chains at a time).
In HORI-Global, it is possible to:
Compute Higher Order Residue Interactions for single chain and multi-chain Proteins (Complete
structure based calculation - pairwise, triplet and quadruple Interactions)
Compute Higher Order Residue Interactions for Single Chain and multi-chain Proteins (Residue range
based - pairwise, triplet and quadruple Interactions)
In HORI-Lite & HORI-Cluster, it is possible to:
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute
Compute

Pairwise Distance for any 2 residues in PDB file (pairwise interactions)
Pairwise Distance around any 1 residues in PDB file (pairwise interactions)
Triplet Distances between any 3 residues in a PDB file (triplet interactions)
Triplet Distances around any 2 residues in a PDB file (triplet interactions)
Triplet Distances around 1 residue (triplet interactions)
Quadruple Distances between any 4 residues in a PDB file (quadruple interactions)
Quadruple Distances around any 3 residues in a PDB file (quadruple interactions)
Quadruple Distances around 2 residues in a PDB file (quadruple Interactions)
Quadruple Distances around 1 residue in a PDB file (quadruple Interactions)

NB: HORI-Lite and HORI-Cluster offers similar set of programs for the computations, but the input
options are different. Interaction types are available for each program as it is given in brackets.

Procedure
1.

If you would like to identify higher order residue interactions in a PDB file (for example PDB ID:
1CRN), go to HORI server page [ "URL":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori.html ]. As 1CRN is a
single chain protein, you can select the link HORI - Global for Single Chain Proteins [
"URL":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori_global_single_chain.html ]. If your protein of interest is a
multi chain protein, you can opt the HORI - Global for Multi Chain Proteins [
"URL":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori_global_multi_chain.html ]. HORI-Global calculation can
also be performed for a range of residues using options available for range-based calculations.
HORI server separate web interfaces for programs in three different modules (HORI-Global,
HORI-Lite and HORI-Cluster) single chain and multi-chain proteins. Availability of individual
programs in different modules and computation of different types of interactions possible with
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individual programs are explained in programs section. Screenshots of web-interfaces of HORIGlobal, HORI-Lite and HORI-Cluster is provided in Figure 2.
2.

Enter your valid E-mail ID: HORI-Global is a computationally intensive module that requires
considerable amount of time for computation of complete structure level higher order
interactions. Hence we designed this particular module as email based server, where user
should provide a valid email ID for the submission and process. Please enter your valid email ID
(preferably academic email ID) to receive HORI-Global results. Check your email address for any
'typos' before submitting the HORI process to the server.

3.

Upload PDB File: HORI server requires a PDB file as its input for the computation of higher
order residue interactions. HORI Server provides separate interface for single chain and multi
chain proteins. If you would like to submit an NMR structure, please submit Chain IDs of two
chains at a time in multi-chain based programs. Due to computational intense nature of HORI
calculations, currently the server will accept only two chains for calculation. Users may remove
HETATM / ANISOU records from the PDB Files. HORI Server can perform computations on
experimentally (X-ray, NMR) solved structures as well as modelled structures using software like
MODELLER15, SWISSMODEL16, 17, SCWRL18 in standard PDB file format. Submit either single
chain from an NMR based PDB file as input in Single-chain based programs or enter the chain
IDs of any two chains in multi-chain based programs. Please remove HETATM/ANISOU records in
the input file, HORI server will not consider these records during calculations, only records
tagged as ATOM will consider for computation. In HORI-Lite, Please specify the residue numbers
present in the given input PDB file for various computations. In HORI-Cluster, Please specify the
residue types that are present in the given input PDB file for various computations. In this
example, input file "1CRN.pdb" is uploaded. 1CRN indicates the PDB code of a hydrophobic
plant seed protein, Crambin at atomic resolution19.

4.

Select Atom type for Distance Calculations (Calpha or Cbeta): HORI Server offers wide
array of programs for the computation of higher order residue interactions. All computations in
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HORI server can be performed using two distance parameters Calpha or Cbeta atom type. Atom
type for distance calculation is available as an option, so that user can decide the atom type for
distance calculation. In this example, Atom type for Distance Calculation is selected as Cbeta.
5.

Select Interaction Type: HORI-Global offers different options to compute higher order
residues interactions in protein structure. Users can select any of the four options provided in
the HORI-Global. The Interaction type options are Pairwise, Triplet, Quadruplet and All. Here 'All'
indicates computation using all three interaction types available in HORI-Global. In this example,
interaction type is selected as "ALL".

6.

Enter Distance Cut-off: HORI calculations are distance dependent, users can specify the
distance cut-off for the calculations. Users can enter any number between 0-14, it is highly
recommended to perform HORI computations within a reliable distance of 7 Angstroms. For
example Lower Limit: 0 and Upper Limit: 7. Distance cut-off is one of the major parameters in
HORI server to identify residues interacting in higher orders like pairwise, triplet and quadruple.
In this example, Distance Cut-off is selected in the range of 1Å to 7Å.

7.

Enter Chain ID: HORI offers all different computations in single chain and multi-chain options.
Multi-chain option will be useful for the users interested to perform the HORI computations on
higher oligomers. Due to limitation of computation, current version of HORI multi-chain
programs performs computation using only two chains at a time. Users uploading multi-chain
(PDB files with 2 or more chains) should enter their chain ids for the successful HORI
computation.

8.

Click on the "HORI" button to submit the input details once you fill up the required information.
If you need to modify filled up information you can reset the page by clicking on "Reset" button.

9.

Check for any messages. Depending on the success or failure of input data, different warning
messages will be displayed. If you have not given required information, an error message will be
displayed, you need to recheck and fill the required information for successful submission. If all
required input data is submitted to the HORI Server, you can see the message. Your job has
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been successfully uploaded. Following, you can also see the parameters which you have
selected for HORI run.
10.

Once your submission is successful, the input details will be processed by server and the results
will be sent to the email address which you have provided. Time required for processing of your
query highly depends on the number of residues in the PDB file and the parameters you have
chosen (please see the section on Time Taken to obtain an indication).

11.

Once the input structure is processed with the parameters provided by the user, the results are
generated by the server and an automated email with the results URL will be send to the email
provided by the user in the submission form. Subject of messages from HORI server begins with
the following "HORI Server Results for Query: PDB-ID". In the HORI server results email, a link
will be provided that can be used to access the results.

12.

Click on the URL in the email for to access results from HORI server. For the sample file
1CRN.pdb with the parameters explained above a typical HORI output consists of 3 links for
browsing and 3 links for file download. An example output file is available at this URL with the
parameters explained above from this
"URL":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori_results/er_hori_SatDec13185917IST2008.html. Details of
the input file and parameters used for the HORI submission are presented in the beginning of
the result page. A typical HORI-Global output page follows that is divided in to three sections as
HORI - Pairwise Interactions, HORI - Triplet Interactions and HORI - Quadruple Interactions. Each
of these sections provides links for browsing the results and visualizes the individual higher
order interactions using RasMol or Jmol. The second link can be used to download higher order
interaction data in a text format for parsing or further distance calculations and analysis. In the
given example link, if user click on the "Show Pairwise - Interactions" link, the section will
expand and results will be displayed in a tabular format. At the same time "Show Pairwise Interactions" link will replaced with the "Hide Pairwise - Interactions" link. This link can be used
to hide this list. If you click on the "Show Pairwise - Interactions" it shows a detailed table with
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No., Residue No., Interacting Residues, Distance, and links to download a copy of RasMol script
file for visualization of individual interactions in client machine and visualization in client
browser using Jmol. Here the first "No" column indicates the serial number of interaction. This
can be used as a parameter when user wanted to compare total number of different
interactions across different members from same protein family. This is followed by "Residue
No" column which provides number of residues involved in a particular interaction. Third column
is giving details about the "Interacting Residues" in terms of three-letter amino acid code.
Fourth column provides "Distance" in terms of Angstroms. Fifth column provides an image of
RasMol logo that provides link to download the RasMol script file. For visualization using
RasMol20, 21, user should install RasMol. A RasMol script file can be visualized using command
line interface of RasMol. The coordinates of query protein highlighted by HORI can be
downloaded and conveniently displayed with standard macromolecule structural visualization
software such as RasMol. In order to view a HORI RasMol script file, Please follow the steps:
a. Click the link "Rasmol view"
b. Save the text file. In this example, the file name will be "hori_rasmol_doublet.cgi"
c. Use "rasmol -script hori_rasmol_doublet.cgi" command
Sixth column consists of an image of Jmol logo provides a link to access the dynamic Jmol interface to
visualize the interactions in the browser. If user would like to visualize a particular interaction within
the browser, based on Java compatibility of the browser, user can visualize a particular interaction
within the browser using Jmol22. The number of the three columns "Residue No.", "Interacting
Residues" and "Distance" in the result page varies between different higher order interactions. For
example in pairwise interactions, there is one set of these 3 columns, but in case of triplet
interactions these columns are repeated three times to describe a pairwise interaction and for
quadruple interaction this columns are repeated 6 times to describe the details of residues involved in
a particular quadruple interactions. A screen shot collage with details about different sections of
output is provided in Figure 3.

Timing
9

Time taken varies between different programs in HORI modules and the parameters used to perform
the run. Time varies also depend up on the size of the protein structures and load on the server.

Critical Steps
Please refer to Procedure and Troubleshooting sections. Various steps explained in the Procedure &
Troubleshooting sections are critical for the successful analysis of protein structures using HORI
server.

Troubleshooting
1.

For a successful HORI submission, user must submit all the input details for specific operation.

2.

If users are interested to understand role of specific residues in active site or other sites of
interest, users can perform calculations using programs in HORI-Lite module.

3.

If users are interested in performing full-structure level calculations, users can
perform such calculations using programs in HORI-Global modules. Depending on the
size of protein and the interaction type, the content of the output from HORI server
varies and this may cause loading problem in some browsers. In such situations, user
can either perform a HORI-Global calculation using "Residue range based programs"
or they can download the interactions file or RasMol file and visualize then on local
machines.

Anticipated Results
A detailed explanation of results obtained using "1CRN.pdb":http://www.pdb.org/pdb/explore.do?
structureId=1CRN as input file in HORI server is explained in Section - 12 of PROCEDURE. HORI server
can be utilized to understand interesting higher-order interactions from protein structures. Detailed
analysis of different higher order interactions and residues that mediate such interactions using set of
protein structures of interest will be providing better insights to understand structural features.
Application of HORI server in protein structure analysis:
Users can utilize the different programs for calculating higher order residue interactions in protein
structures in different contexts. For example the higher order interactions can be utilized in the
identification of alternate binding sites based on higher order residue interactions, interaction
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patterns for mutational studies and protein engineering, analysis of higher order residue interactions
of active site residues, to distinguish protein folds through map of higher order interactions. As a
general protein structure analysis web server that can perform computation of higher order residue
interactions from a single residue level to whole structure. In order to illustrate the usefulness of
higher order interactions and to demonstrate where triplet and quadruplet interactions might be
crucial, we take the example of four different proteins belong to different superfamily from SCOP
database

23, 24.

Example 1: PDB ID: 1NNQ
3D Domain swapping is a structural phenomenon observed in proteins with diverse sequence,
structure and function25-27. Ruberythrin from Pyrococcus furiosus is reported to be involved in 3D
domain swapping28. We have used the structure (PDB ID: "1NNQ":http://www.pdb.org/pdb/explore.do?
structureId=1NNQ) and performed a HORI-Global based computation and retrieved all pair wise
interactions. HORI server reported a total of 580 pair wise interactions with in the cut-off of 1Å to 7Å.
Out of these pairwise interactions, 13% of interactions are mediated by the residues between the two
chains. Such detailed analysis on proteins with peculiar structural features will give a better
understanding of the role higher order interactions in orchestrating the structural integrity.
Example 2: PDB ID: 1BF2
Isoamylase from Pseudomonas amyloderamosa (PDB ID: "1BF2":http://www.pdb.org/pdb/explore.do?
structureId=1BF2)

29

is a hydrolase reported with active site residues ASP, GLU, ASP. We have used

these active site residues reported in Catalytic Site Atlas30 database and calculated the triplet
interactions mediated by this active site residues. The link to access the results is provided in Table 1.
Example 3: PDB ID: 1QJ4
Hydroxynitrile lyase is a lyase from Hevea brasiliensis (PDB ID:
"1QJ4":http://www.pdb.org/pdb/explore.do?structureId=1QJ4) with the classical Ser, His, Asp triad.
The active sites are reported in Catalytic Site Atlas based on PSI-BLAST alignment to the PDB ID:
1C4X. We performed the option to compute quadruple distances around any 3 residues. List of
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quadruple interactions mediated by active site is obtained. This kind of analysis will be useful to
identify potential alternate active site and residues suitable for mutational experiments. Results can
be accessed from the link provided in Table 1.
Example 4: PDB ID: 1AQ0
The functionally important residues, including at the active site, may not be strictly conserved for
protein domains at the level of superfamily31. HORI server can be used to search for alternate active
site residues based on specific higher order residue interactions. Barley 1,3-1,4-beta-glucanase32
from Hordeum vulgare belong to the TIM barrel glycosyl hydrolases superfamily. This PDB entry (PDB
ID: "1AQ0":http://www.pdb.org/pdb/explore.do?structureId=1AQ0) belongs to the Glycosyl hydrolases
family 17 (Pfam ID: "PF00332":http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/family/PF00332) in Pfam database33, 34. We
have used three of the four active site residues reported in Catalytic Site Atlas30 in the option to
compute quadruple distances around any three residues in a PDB file and successfully identified the
fourth active site residues in a quadruple interaction flexibly.
Links to access HORI-Global results or automated example pages to run the computation of higher
order residues interactions mentioned in this protocol is provided in Table 1.
Future work
Currently the higher order residue interaction calculation is only possible through the web interface
available from the URL: "http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori.html":http://caps.ncbs.res.in/hori/hori.html.
We will be extending this platform for the programmatic access through a web service
implementation of the programs using
"REST":http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer and
"SOAP":http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP based technologies.
Scope of protocol based on HORI Server:
Higher order interactions calculated using set of computationally intensive algorithms available in
HORI server will be useful in protein structure prediction, protein modelling, protein-protein
interaction, active site identification and to understand higher order interaction characteristics of
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active site residues within specified distance shells. Knowledge about the higher order interaction will
be of great importance in the structural biology domain due to its wide range of applications in fold
recognition, structural analysis, protein engineering and to understand mechanism of action of
enzymes.
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Figures
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Figure 1
Graphical representation about the approach used for the calculation of pairwise, triplet and
quadruple interactions
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Figure 2
Screenshots of web-interfaces of HORI-Global, HORI-Lite and HORI-Cluster
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Figure 3
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Screenshot of details about different sections of a successful HORI-Global output

Figure 4
Table 1 Details about PDB structures mentioned in this protocol with URL to access their
HORI results
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